
 

Legislation relating to exit payments – update note 

ALACE members will be aware that the Government has brought forward legislation, 

first, to introduce a financial cap of £95,000 on public sector exit payments (including 

the cost of "pension strain") when public servants are made redundant or are retired 

early on redundancy or efficiency grounds, or, in some cases, if they retire early 

voluntarily; and, second, to require those who receive such payments and who then 

take up another job in the public sector within 12 months of leaving their original job, 

to pay back all or some of those payments. 

Although Parliament has passed the relevant primary legislation, these provisions 

require regulations to be laid and approved by both Houses of Parliament, outlining 

in detail how they will operate, before they can take effect. 

Such regulations were not put in place before Parliament rose for the summer 

recess. Nevertheless, the Government has previously stated its intention to 

implement such regulations in the autumn. (It has said that the £95k cap will not be 

introduced before 1st October 2016.)  

Parliament resumes on 5 September but will almost immediately break up again for 

the party conference season. It will therefore be difficult, though not impossible, for 

the new regulations to be put in place by 1st October. 

For now, Members should continue to work on the basis of the new provisions 

coming into effect later this year. We will send another alert to all Members when we 

receive information about the timing and content of the regulations. 

Consultation was undertaken earlier in the year on the possibility of even more 

restrictive changes to exit payments and the LGPS but, as yet, the Government has 

not published a summary of the consultation responses or given an indication of 

what (if any) changes it proposes to implement. More information, including our 

responses to the consultation, can be found on the ALACE website. 
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